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PATENT OFFICE

KOLKATA

RE:Indan Paent ApplcatOn No 836/KOL/15
of31 7 151n the name ofsEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCIIAFT

Dear Si,

In comectiOn Mth the abovclnentiOncd Patent ApplicmOn,wc send yの

1)り'ンI:imalAppicat10nFo.111■

Kmdly take the satne on recOrd

Yours falthmlly,

OF L.S. DAVAR & CO.
Applicant's Agent
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/hb
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STATEMENT AND UNDERTAKING UNDER SECTION

l. Name. address

and

E

I/We

nationality ofthe

applicant.

SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Wittelsb0cherplatz 2 80333 Miinchen
Germany, a German Company
herebY declare:

2.

Name, address and

nationality ofthe
person.

(i)

that YWe have not made any

application for the same / substantially the
same invention outside India

(ii)

Name

Application
ofthe Date of
.
aoplicarion. No.

Countrv

NA

NA

address

3. Name and
ofthe assignee.

NA

OR
that I/We who have this application no. .....-Dated ....... Alondjointly with 2...........N.A
made for the same/subslantially same invenlion,
applicalions(s) for patent in the other counlries.
the paniculars ofwhich are given below:

of
Palent
application number

Status

the

Date of
Patent

NA

(ii) that th€ rights in the application(s) havhave be€n assigned to

that I/We undertake that upto the date of acceptance of the
complete specification by the controller. I/We would keep the
confoller informed in witing details regarding Corresponding
applications for patents filed ouLside India within thrce months
from the date offiling ofsuch application.
4. To be signed by the

Applicant or his

authorized Dated

this 3lst

day

of

JULY

2015

Registered patent agent.

Signature

OF L. S. DAVAR & CO,

APPLICANTS' ACENT
5. Name

ofthe natural

person who has signed.
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The Controller of Patents,
The Patent Oflice
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PREqIISIEAI+LrcOMPLETE
SPECIFICATION
(See section l0 and rule 13)
I. Title ofthe Invention

2.

:

METHOD OF RECOMMENDING A BUG RESOLVER
FOR SOLVING A SOFIWARE BUG AND A SYSTEM
THEREOF

Applicrtrt(s)
Name, Nationality

&

Address

:

SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Wittelsbacherplafz 2 80333 Miinchen
Germany, a German Company
3. Preamble to the description

PReVISIoN^t

:

:

The following spoeif,€a{ien dese.ibes the tnyontion.
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Descript ion
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SYSTEM THEREOF'

This invention relates to a method and system fo! efficient

t0

software bug asslgnment. The method and system involves
analyzing textual infolmation and bug resolver profile for
assigning the software bug to a bug resolver.

or triaging is normally performed by
deternining a bug resolver for a particufar software bug
reported in the Issue tracking system (ITS). Bug assignment
is an important step i.n software development as it determines
the de.Iivery time and quality of the software develoPed' Bug
assignment is a key issue in both open Source Software (oSS)
and closed or Proprietary Source Soft!'/are (CPSS) Currentfy/
identification and assignment of bug resolver for a softwale
bug is performed manually by holding rneetings with a panel of
the mernbers (triagers) of the software development teem' This
method may be result in software bugs being incorrectfy
assigned to bug resofver. Ttle panel membels may not consider
afl the relevant factors whlle assigning the bug to a bug
resolver. This will result in the delay in bug resolution and
deterlorates the quallty of the software code
Bug assignment
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resolver assignnent is a non-trivial knowledge intensive
task in a large and complex software development project' The
bugs may be -received in large numbers frequently and the
triagers may be under pressure for assj-gning the bugs for
resolution. In such situations, it may hapPen that a certain
type of software bug is assigned to the bug resolver whose
expertise lj-es in Solving another Lype of software bug'
Bug
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Further, even if the bug resolver has the required expertise
Lhe big resolver may be occupied with other tasks (work-load
issue) or may not be fixj.ng sj.rnllar types of bugs in the
resuft in
recent past. Such incorrect Lrg
"""rgnln..,ts
unwarranted delays and poor quafity software code. Therefore,
there is need for assistance in recorunendinq an appropriate
bug lesolver for solving a softwarc bug'
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Accordingly, it is an object of the invention fo! Providing
decision support platforn for assigning bug resolvels with
software bugs. It is also an objecL of the invention to
provj-de re coinme ndat ions , with confidence scores, of bug
resofvers for a particufar type of software bug'

a

The object of the invention is achieved by providing a method
of recommending a bug resolver for resolving a softwale bug'
the method comprising a processor, a rnemory assocj'ated with
the processor, whelein the memory incfudes one or more
machine readable instluctiols configured for classifying a
software bug into one or nore classes based on a bug report'
The softwale bug may be classified into a Programming domain
based on the keywolds present in the bug report' Further' the
bug report may be classified based on the cornments and
threaded discussions in an issue tracking system' The method

fuither j.ncludes generatlng a list of bug resofvers for
assignlng the software bug by analyzing at feast one bug
resolver profi-1e in comparison with the class of the softrnare
bug. The method further comprises recorunending a bug resolver
for solvrng the software bug based on one or more predefined
conditions. The bug resolvers shortlisted in the previous
steps are consideled for sofving the software bug' There may
be pre-defined conditions for assigninq the software bug to
the bug resolver. The predefined conditions may be based on
Confidentlal
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attributes such as a levet of work experience, workload and
number of bugs r:esolved.
In an embodiment, the method furthel comprises ranking the
5 bug resolvers based on the class of the bug and at least one
attribute of the bug resolver profile' The bug resolver
proflle comprises attributes such as field of expertise, work
experience and nunber of bugs resofved. The bug !esolver
proflle is updated periodical]y or manually by the lesPective
10 bug resolvers.
In another ernbodiment, classifying lhe software bug into one
or more classes comprises pe!forming Lextual analysis of the
bug report. The bug leport may complise a brief description
15 of the software bug to be resolved' The text of the brief
description is analyzed and keywords indicating the class of
the software bug are extracted.
In an aspect of the inventlon, generai-lng a fist of bug
20 resolvers comprises correlating the class of the software bLlg
with the bug resolver profile, whereln the bug resolver
profile comprises attributes such as a field of expertise'
number of bugs resoLved, expelience ii bug resolving'
severity of bugs resofved, types of bugs resolved and a
25 nurnber of open buqs assigned to the resolver'
In anothel aspect, recoinmending a bug resolver fol solving
the software bug comprises asslgninq Lhe bug to a buq
resol-ver based on one or more predeflned conditions' wherein
30 the predefined conditions are based on work experience'
current v,,orkload and number of bugs rcsolved' For example' a
piedefined condition nay be to assign a software bug to the
most experienced bug resolver with the least workload'
Confidenti.a I
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In yet another aspect, assigning a bug resolver for solving
the software bug comprises assigning the bug to a highest
ranked bug resolve!.
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In stiI1 yet another aspect, assigning a bug resolver for
solvj.ng the software bug comprises generating a confidence
score for justifying the assignnenL of the software bug to a
bug resolver. The confidence scote is based on the class of
the softwar:e bug and the attributes of the bug resolvet
profile. In this case, the.confidence score may be generated
by comparing all the bug tesolver profiles against a
particulat softwane bug.
1n yet another aspect, the confidence score. is generated
based on the cfass of the software bug and one or more
attributes of the bug t:esolver plofrfe.

In order to sofve the oblective, a systten for recorunending a
bug resolver for solving a software bLtg is disclosed. The
system cohprises a processor and a menory coupfed with the
plocessor, wherein the memory compr:lses bug classification
module configured to classlfy the software bugs into one or
more classes based on a so"ftware bug report. The memory
further conprises a shortfisting nodu].e conflgured to
generate a list of bug resolvers for. assrgning the software
bug by analyzing at least one bug rcsolver profile in
comparison with the class of the software bug. The memory
a-Iso comprises a bug assignment nodulc configured for
assigning a bug resolver for solving the software bug based
on one or more predefined conditions. The predef_ined
conditions may be based on the class of the bug and the
attributes of tbe bug resofver profi.le.

Confident 1al
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In an embodiment, the system comprises a ranking module
configured to rank the bug resofvers based on the class of
the bug and the bug resolver profile. The bug resolvers may
be ranked based on the bug resolver profiles as compared with
the class of the softL/are bug.
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In another embodiment, the bug classification nodule
cl.assifies the bug into one or more classes by performing
textual analysis on a software bug ]:eport. fhe system may
perform the textual analysis of the software bug report to
extract certain keywords for determlning a class of Ehe
software bug.
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In yet another embodiment, the short 'l isting module is
configured to correlate one or more attributes of the bug
resofver profile ,.,/ith the class of the bug to shortlist the
bug resolvers,
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In sti1l yet another embodiment, the short listing module
generates a collaboration neth,ork based on the class of the
software bug and the attributes of the bug resolve! profile,
The nodes of the colfabolation net!./ork ale generated based on
the bug resolver profile.
In yet another embodj-ment, the bug
generaLes a confidence score based
software bug and the attribuLes of
The confidence score also be based

assignment module
on the class of the
thc bug resolver profile.
on the attributes such as

30 In still

yet another enloodinent, the bug assignment module is
configured to assign the soft!,/are bug to a bug resolver with
the highest lanking. The bug assignment module automaticafly
assigns the software bug to a highest ranked bug resolver
w-ithout any human interference.
Confidentia.I
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In a variation, the predefined condltion for assigning the
software bug comprises conditions based on the experience,
workload and nuJnbet of softwale bugs resolved by the bug
5 resolver.
In another variation, the attributes of the bug resolver
profife includes fj.eld of expertise, number of bugs resolved,
work.load and experience.
10

In yet another variation, the short.Iisting modute employs
machine learning a_Iqorithms for generating the collaboration
network and list of buq resolvers for solving Lhe software
bug and the co-Ilabor:ation netv,/ork.
15

The above mentioned and other features of the invention will
now be addressed with reference to the accompanying dra$rings
of the present invention. The illust_rated embodinents are

intended to illustrated,

but not 1imit the invention.

20

The present lnventaon

is further described hereinafter with
reference to illustrated embodiments shown in the
accompanying dra!,,ings, in which:

25 FIG 1

EIG
30

2

illustrates an exempla_ry block diagram of
assigning sampfes to bug resolvers j-n
accordanc; v,/- Lh pr,or art;
illustrates

an exemplary device for
recorunending bug resofveirs for sofving
software bugs in accordance with an
enbodiment;

Confident iaI
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FIG

3

FTG

4

illustrates an exempfary block diagram for
assigning softliare bugs to bug resolvers in
accordance with an embodiment;
illustrates an exemplary inte!face displaylnq
the shortlisted bug r:esolvers for solving a
softwale bug, in accordance with an
embodiment; and

10

E1G

5

illustrates

an exemplary collaboration netwolk

determined by the shorllistlng module in
accordance with an ernbodiment;
EIG

6

1.5

illustrates a exemplary interface displaying
the ranking of the bug resolvers as determined
by a ranking module, in accordance with an
embodirnent,' and

FlG
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7

iltustrates exemplary method steps involved in
assigning softv,/are bugs to bug resolvers in
accordance with an cmbodiment.

25

Various erJcodiments are described with reference to the
drawings, herein Iike reference numerafs are used to refer
Iike efements throughor.rt. Tn the fol-lowing description, for
the purpose of explanation, numerous specific detaifs are set
foith in order to provide thor:ough understanding of one or
more embodiments, It may be evident that such enbodiments may
be practiced without these specific details.

30

t-IG 1 illustrates an exempfary block dlagram 1of assigning
sampLes to bug reso.lvers in accordancc with prior art. As
shown in FIG 1, the bug resolution envilonment according to
the prior art includes bug reports 2.7-2.N, an issue trackj.ng
Con
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system (ITS) 4, a triager 3 and one or more bug resolvers
6.1-6.N. In an exempl.ary scenalio, the software bugs repolts
2.1-2.N are logged into the ITS as and when the bugs are
encountered in a software applicatr.on. A triiager periodicafly
review the ITS and assigns the bugs to one or nore bug
resolvers 6.1-6.N. The manual- assignment may lead to
incorrect assj.gnment of the bugs to tlhe bug resolve!
resultlng in the delay in bug resofuLion and quality of the
software. Eurthe!, some attributes such as expe'ience'
workload and field of expertise inay not be consicleled while
assigning bugs to the bug resofvers There is a need for a
more informed assignment of software bugs to the bug

resolvers rather than manual assignment'
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2 illustrates an exemplary device for assigning software
bugs to bug resofvers in accordance wj'th an embodinent ' The
device I includes a processor 10, a memory 12' a storage unit
22, Input/output (I,/o) unit 24' a communication module 26 and
a coiunLlnication bus 28 for connecting all the aforementioned
components. The processor 10, as used herein' means any type
of computationat circuit, such as, but not limlted to' a
microprocessol, a microcoDtroller, a conplex instruction set
computing microprocessor, a reduced instruction set computing
micr:oprocessor, a very long instruction Llord microprocessor'
an explicltly paralfef instruction computing microprocessor'
a graphics processor, a digital signal processor' or any
other type of processing circuit' 1'hc processor 10 may also
incfude ernbedded controlle!s, such as generic or programmable
Iogic devices or arrays, appfication specific integrated
circuits, sing.Ie-chip compLlters, and the fike'
EIG

menory'
The memory 12 may be volatile nenory and non-vo1atlle
in
A variety of computer- readable storagc media rnay be stored
and acces sed from the menory 12. The memory 12 may include
Conf
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any suitable elements for storing data and machine- readable
instructions, such as read onfy memory, random access nemoly,
erasable programmable readoonly memory, e.l.ectrica-l1y erasable
progranunable read only nemory, hard d-rive, removable media
drive for hand.Iing compact dlsks, digrta] video disks,
diskettes, rnagnet].c tape cartridges, memory cards, and the
fike. As depicted, the memory 12 includes one or mole modules
for assigning the software bugs to Lhc bug resolvers based on
the cfass of the bug and attributes oI a bug resolver
profile, The memory 12 ioncludes a bug classlfication module
14 configured to classify the software bLlgs j_nto one or nore
classes. The bug classification modufe 14 performs textual
analysis on the bug report for classllying the bug lePort'
For example, the bug may be classified into classes of
software fanguages such as Java, Cii , C and 'NE'I" Further' the
memory 12 incfudes a shortlisting module 16 configured to
generate a list of bug resolvers for assigning the softuare
bug by anafyz-ing at least one bug resglver profile in
comparison with the class of the softl'are bug' The bug
resolver profile may include information such as experience'
field of expertise, number of bugs resolved and current
workload. Additionafly, the shortlisting module 16 nay

generate a collaboration network involving the software bugs
and the bug resolvels aiding in effecLive bug assignments'
The shortlisting module 16 further' qenerates a confidence
score for each bug assignment reconnncndation Lhat is made'
The nemory 12 i.ncfudes a bug assignment modulc 18 configured
for assigning a bug resolver for solving the software bug
based on one or more predefined condifions' The memory 12
fr-rrther includes a ranking module 20 which may rank the best
sulted bug resolver for a particular software bug in

question.

Confident ia
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The storage unit 22 may be a non-transitory storage medium
configured for. storing fifes and dal.abases. For exarnple, the
storage unit 22 includes bug resolver profiles which may be

updated periodically. It can be noted that the storage unit
22 may be Located at a remote location and may be accessed
via a netvrork connection,
The input/outpr.tt unit 24 includes a dlspfay unit lrhich
10

15

may

include an LED monitor, an LCD monilor, a CRT monitor, a
touch screen display, an OLED display and the like. The
display neans is configured to displ.ay interactive user
interfaces for assigning bugs to bug resolvers' Further, the
d.isplay unit is capable to accePting one or mole lnputs such
as a keystroke, a mouse cflck, a gesture input and a touch
inpllt.
The input/output devices 24 nay include keyboard, keypad'
touch sensitive display screen, mouse-and the like' The input
/output devices 24 enable a user to inLeract with the device

20

B for providing inputs for assignlng software bugs to bug
resolvers. Eurther, various graphical interfaces are
displayed to the triager in the process of assigning bugs to

the bug resolvels.
25

I further includes a comniunical-lon module 26 for
communicat ing with the conponents oJ i.he automaLion

The device

The corununicatlon module-26 may include a i{i-Fitransceiver, a network interface card (NIC) and the like,

environment
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3 illustiates an exenplary bfock diagram 30 for assigning
software bugs to bug lesolvers in accordance urlth an
erobodiment. The block diagram 30 includes one o-r more bug
reports 2.1-2.N, a server 32 whlch jncfudes thc
fr-lnctionalities of device B, a bug resolver profiLe database
ErG
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34, a network 36 and one or more bug resolvers 6.1-6,N, fn an
exemplary scenario, the bug reports 2.1-2.N is reported flom
various sites where a software application is being tested.
The server 32 is a computing device whr-ch includes the
capabilities of the device B/ which was described in detaiL
based on FIG 2. The server 32 has access to the database 34
which hosts the bug resolver profiles of one or more bug
resolvers 6.1-6.N. Eurther, the ser:vor 32 is connected to the
workstations of the buq resolvers 6.1-6.N through the network
36. In an exempLary scenario, one o! mole bug reports are
logged with the server 32. The server 32 includes the modules
for assignj-ng the software bugs to thc bug resolvers based on
the cfass of the bug and atlributes of a bug resolver
profile. The server 32 includes a bug classification module
14 configured to classify the_ software bugs inLo one or mole
cfasses. The bug classification module l'4 performs textuaf
analysis on the bug report for classifying the bug report'
Eurther, learning methods such as random foresLs and
probabilistic classification models srlch as Naive Bayes
classifiers may be used to cLassify the bug reports into
classes. The Further, the server 32 includes a shortlisting
module 15 configured to generate a li.sL of bug resolvers for
assigning the software bug by analyzing at leasL one bug
resofver profile in conparison with the cfass of the software
bug. The serve.r 32 has access to the bug resolver profiles
stored in the database 34. The bug rcsolver profile may
include information such as experience, field of expeltise,
number of bugs resolved and currenl \'?orkfoad' Additionally,
the shortlj,sting module 16 may generate a coflaboration
network involving the softwale bugs and the bug resofvers
aidrng in effective bug assignmenLs. 'fhe servel: 32 includes a
bug assignment module 18 configured for assigning a bug
resolver for solving the sofLware bug based on one or nole
predefined conditions. The scrve! 32 Eurther includes a
Conf
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r:anking module 20 vrhich may rank the best sLlited bug resolver
for a particular soft!',are bug in questlon. The ranking module
20 ranks the bug resofvers based on aoconfidence score. The
ranking module 20 generates a confidence score for each bug
ass.ignment recorunendation that is made. The server 32 may
notify the bug resolvers 6'1-6'N of the software bugs they
have been assigned along with information such as confidence

score and co-Ilaboration network.
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an exemplary interface 40 displaying the
shortlr.sted bug resolvers for solving a software bug, in
accordance with an embodiment. The shortlisting module 16 is
confj.gured to determine a fist of bug resolvers who are most
surted for solving a software bug of a particular class' The
shortlisting nodule 16 generates a table as shown j'n FIG 4
which lncludes the names of Lhe bug resofvers and the other
details of the bug resofver profile' The shortlisting module
16 is configured to correlate the class of the software buq
ith the attributes of the bug resofver pnofife in order to
shortllst the bug resolvers for so'lving'the software bug' In
EIG 4, an exemplary interface is as dlsplayed by the device I
is shown. In the interface, the shortlislled bug resolver
names are displayed afong wiLh the field of expertise'
experience in bug resolving and number' of bugs resolved lt
nay be apparient to a person skitled in the art that the
rnterface nay include additional atLributes of the bug
resofve! Profile as required '
FIG 4 illustrates

EIG 5 illustrates an exempiary collaboration neLwork 50
determined by the shortlisting nodule, in accordance ! ith an
embodiment. The shortfisting modufe 16 may generaLc a
collabor.ation network 50 involving lhe softwa're bugs and the
bug resolvers alding in effective bug assignments' The
shortlisting module 16 may generate the collaboration netwolk

ConfidentiaL '
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by using one or more machine learning toolkits such as WEKA.
A learning mode.l is buil-t using the machine learning toolkit
which can be used to generate the collaboration neLwofk.
Eurther, the collaboration network may indicate information
such as prior work experience, culrent wo.rkload, numbel of
bugs resolved. Further, the collaboraLaon network may be
determined project wise to"extracl- 1nlormaLion -regarding the
kind of bugs resolved by the bug rcsolvers. The collaboration
network may be determined by extracting infotrnation from the
tifecycle of the software bug. As shown in EIG 5, the
collaboration network 50 may include one ol more nodes which
r.epresent a bug resolver and a class of lhe softvrarc bug lt
can be observed in FIG 5 that the size of the nodes is
varying, The variatj'on in the size of the nodes is due to at
least one of an occurrence of the bug class and collaboration
frequency of the bug resolver with Lhe particular bug class'
Eor example, we can observe that the brlg resolver 2 (bl1g res
2) is associated with bug classes l, 2, 4, 5 and 6'
Therefore, the node of bllg resolver 2 is bigger compared to
other bug resofvels. Eurth6r, it can be observed t-hat the
node of bug class 4 is bigger when compared to other bug
classes. The bigger size of the node ind:icates thaL the bug
class 4 occurs more frequently compared to the other bug
classes, Therefore, a probability ol the bug resolution for a
particulal class of bug can be inferred from the
cof

30

laboration network

50.

FIG 6 illustrates an exenplary inlerface 60 displ'lying the
ranking of the bug resofvers as deLcrmined by a ranking
module 20, in accordance with an embodiment ' Eurthcl' the
collaboratlon network 50 may be used lor generating a
confidence score for a particul-ar assignment a soltwale bug
to a buq resofver. The ranking module 20 is configured to
compute the confidence score 6!l fron a weighted eqrration
ConLidenti al.
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involving attributes of the bug resofver profile and the node
size of the coflaboration network 50'. Eurther, the ranking
modute 20 generates a list of bug rcsolve-rs ranked according
to the confidence acore 64. Eor example, 1-he tanking module
20 inay generate the interface as shown in EIG 6. The
lnterface 6O includes names of the bug resolvers, confidence
scores 64 and current uork load 66. In an exemplary scenario,
the software bug nay be assiqned manually to a bug lesolve!
based on the ranked list' rn this case, the current workload
of the bug resolver is considered whife assigning the
software bug, In another example/ Lhe highest ranked bug
resolver may be assigned with the code wiLhouL any manuaf
intervention. It nay be apparent Lo a person skilled in the
art that the graphj-caI user interlaces may be designed using
D3.JS, JavascripL, Java ServILts ano Lhe l-Lke'
In an alternatave embodiment, the rankrng nodule 20 is
configured to rank the bug resofvers based on the confidence
scores. Thereafter, a tliager may manu'lfIy asslgn the
software bugs to approprlate bug resolvers with tf'c help of
the confidence score.
7 ilLustrates exemPlary method steps ?0 invofved in
assigning software bugs Lo bug resolvers in accordance with
an embodiment. At step 72, a software bug is c'Lassifjed into
one or more classes based on a bug report' Textual analysis
j-s performed on the bug report in ordcr to classify ihe
software bug into one or moie classes' At step 74' a list of
bug resofvers for assigning the solLware bug 1s gcnerated by
analyzing at least one bug resolver profife in comparison
with the class of the software bug' The bug resolvci profile
is correlated !,/ith the class of thc software bug in order to
shortlist the buq resolvers preferred for resoLving the
software bug. Eurther, a colfaboraLion network is qenelated
F1G
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I5
based on the correlation of the bug resolvers !,rith the
softr,,are bugs, The coflaboration networks aj-ds in the

10

selection of a bug resol.ver for a particular cfass of bug. At
step 76, the bug resolvers.are ranked based on at least one
of class of the bug, the bug resolver profile, confidence
score and the collaboration network. At step 78, a bug
resolver for solving the software bug is assigncd based on
one o! more predefined conditions. the predefincd conditions
may include a confldence score va]ue, a level of workload and
a ranking of the bug resoLver.
in cfficient
assignnent of software bugs to the bug resolvers' The bug
resolvers ale chosen by factoring Ln all the conditions such
as, but not limited to, experience, number of bugs resolved
and current workfoad. ELlrther, the nethod and system also
generates a confidence score based on a collaboraLion
network. The confidence score determines Lhe best suited bLlg
resofver for solving a Particular soflware bug Eurthermore'
the bug resolvers for solving a soflware bug are l:anked which
makes the job of manuaf bug assignment wo11 informed'
Therefore, using the method and system discloscd the sottware
bugs are assigned to the best sulted bug resolver without any
incorrect assignments' Employing the method and system in bLrg
assignment results in reduced bug resolving time and improves
Lhe overall software qualit Y.

The method and system disciosed herein resLrlts

15
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vihile the present invention has becn described in detaif with
reference to certain embodiments, it should be appreciated
that the present i'nvention is not 'l imited Lo t'hose
embodlnents. In view of the presenL disclosure' many
modifications and variations woufd be presenL Lhemselves' to
those skilled in the art withou]- dcparl-ing from thc scope of
Lhe various embodiments of the prcscnt invention' as
Conf
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described herein. The scope of the present invention is,
therefole, indicated by the followjng claims rather than by
the foregoing description. A1l- changes, modlfications, and
variations comlng within the meaning and range of equivaLency
of the cfaims are to be considered !,/ithin their scope.
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We

claim:

1. A method of lecorunending a bug resofve! for solving a
software bug, the method comprising:
5
a processor (10)i
a memory (12) associated wlth the plocessor, wherein the
memory j.ncludes one or mole machine readablc instructions
configured for:
classifying a software bug into one or nore classes (72)
10
based on a bug rePort;
generating a list of bug resolvcrs 114) for assigning the
software bug by correfating at least one bug resolver
profi.le with the class of Lhe sofLware bug; and
assigning a bug resolver for solv-Ing the softv'/are bug
(78) based on one o! more predelined conditj'ons'
15
2. The method in accoldance wj'th c]ain 1, classlfying the
bug report into one ol more cl-asses comprises pelforming
textual anal.ysis of the bug report.
2A

3. The method in accordance !r1th cla1m 1, whelei'n genelating
a Iisr ol bug reso.l'vers comPriscs:
correlating the class of the buq wlth the bug resolver
profile, wherein the bug resolver profile comprises
attributes such as a field of expertise, number of bugs
25
resolved, experience in bLrg resolving, severity of bugs
resolved, types of bugs resolvc(l and a number ol open
bugs assigned to the resolver.
30 4. The method in accoldance wrth clalm 1, wherein generating
a I isL of bug resolvers comprjs''s:
generating a collabolation network based on the software
bug class and the experience of Ltre bug resolver'
Conf
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ln accordance with claim 1 furthcr compnising
r:anking the bug resolvers based on cfass of the bug (76),
the bug resolver profile, confi.dence score (64) and the
collaboration netlrork (.50 )

5. The method

.

in accordance wich claim _, wherein assignlng
a bug resolver for solving the software bug comprisesi
assigning the bug to a bug resolver based on one or more
predefined conditions, wherein Lhe predefined condltions
are based on, at least one of, work experience, curlent
workload and nu ber of bugs resolved.

6. The method

10

15

7. The method in accoldance with clafm 1, wherein assigning
a bug resolver for solving the software bug comprisesl
assj.gning the software bug Co a tlighest ranked bug
resol-ver.

20

B, The method in acco.rdance vrith cLaim 1, lrherein assigning
a bug resolver for solving the softrnare bug comprisesl
generating a confidence score (64) for justifying the
assignment of the softwaie bug to a bug resolver'
in accoldance wiLh claim 7, I^,herein the
confidence score (64) is generaLed based on the class of
the software bug and one or more aLtributes of Lhe bug
resolver profile.

The method
25
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A system fol recornmendlnq a bLlg resolver (6 1-6'N) for
solving a sofEware bug, !he sysLem comprlsing:
a processor (10);
a menory (12) coupled with the p!occssol (10), wherej-n
the menory (12) comprises:
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bug classification module (14) conligured to classify the
software bugs into one or more cfasses based on a bug

5

10

repo!t;
shortlisting modu.Ie (16) configured to generate a Iist of
bug resolvers for assigning the software bug by
correfating at least one bug resolvcr proftle v/ilh the
class of the software bug; and
bug assignment module (18) configured for assigninq a bug
resolver for sofving the softwale bug based on one o!
more predefined condi L ions.

11.The system in accordance with clalm 10, wherein the bug
cfassification module (14) classifies the bug into one or
more classes by performing textuaf analysis on the bug
15

report.
12.The system in accordance with claim 10, wherein the shor:t
Listing module (16) ls configurod to correlate one ol
more attributes of the bug resol.ver profile wjLh the
20
cfass of the bug to sho'rtlist the bug resolvers'
13.The system in accordance with claim 10, wherejn the short
Iisting module (16) generates d colla;oration nctwork
(50) based on the class of tlle soflware bug and t-he
25
attributes of the bug resolver p!ofrIe
14.The system in accordance with claim 10, wher'ein the short
listing module (18) generates a colrfidence scorc (64)
based on the cfass of the software bug and the attributes
30
of the bug resolver Proflle.
15.The system in accordance rniLh c.l.aim 10 further:
comprising, a ranking module (20) configured to rank the
Conf
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bug resolvers based on the class of the bug, the bug
resolver profile, confidence score (64) and the
collaboration network (50).

5 16.The system in accoldance wi-th clalm 10, wherern the bug
assignment module (18) is confj.gurcd to assign Lhe
sof t!,,are bug to a Oug resolver based on at .IeasL one
predefined condition.
10 17.The system in accoldance with claim 10, Irherein Lhe
predefined conditions for assigning the sofLware buq
complises conditions based on Lhc cxperiencc, scverity of
bugs resolved, types of bLrgs resofved,a number of oPen
bugs assigned to the resolver and number of softwale bugs
resolved by the bug .resolver.
15
18.The system in accoldance wlth c.laim I0, whercrn the
attributes of the bug resolver prorile includes field of
expertise, number of bugs .resolved, v,rorkload and
experience.
2A
19.The system in accordance with claim 10, wherein the
shortlisting module (16) empl.oys machine learning
algorj.thns for generating the list of bug lesolvers and
the colfaboration network.
25
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?he invention rel-at.es to method and system for recommending a
bug resoLver (6.1-6,N) for solving a software bug. ?he method
involves classlfying the sofcuare bug into one or more
classes based on a bug report (2.1 2,N), The software bug is
10 class.ified based on the textual analysis of thc bug repolt.
Eurther, a list of bug resolvers (40) for assigning the
softuare bug is generated by correlatlng at least one bug
resolver profj.le with the class of thc software bug. Further,
a collaboration network (50) is generated by considering the
15 attributes of the bug resolve.r profjlc and the class of the
software bug. Furthernore, a confjclcnoe score (64) is
compLlted and the bug resolvers are ranked base.l on the
confidence score (64). Eina.IIy, tho mcthod involves assigning
a bug resolver for solvlng the sofLware bug based on one or
20 more predefined conditions. The prcdel'ined conditi,)ns may
involve at least one of a confidencc score, a ranking,
current workload of the bug resolvcr and the like.
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FIGURE 3
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